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INT. PRACTICE CAVE - DAY

In a small dank space, three apes play the final notes of a

disjointed melody.

DAVE, a cantankerous gibbon, is slapping a HOLLOWED LOG

DRUM. JUJU, a witless orangutan, and ZUN, a placid bonobo,

pluck prototypical guitars called STRING STICKS.

DAVE

That was horrible.

ZUN

I thought it was pretty good.

DAVE

Juju wasn’t even playing the right

song.

JUJU

(aghast)

Yes I was!

ZUN

Dave, you’re being far too

critical. We’re a dirt band. It

doesn’t have to be perfect.

DAVE

Zun, I had violent, violent mango

shits this morning and that sounded

better than what we just did.

TACO, a flamboyant chimpanzee, enters. He’s very excited.

TACO

Hold on to your balls,

banana-suckers.

(singing)

I’ve invented a new kind of music.

(boasting)

It’s like dirt but harder and

bigger. I call it...wood.

JUJU

Are you talking about music or

dicks?

ZUN

Whoa. Hold on, Taco. We can’t just

change our sound. We gotta think

about the fans.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

DAVE

Fans? You mean pud?

Nearby, PUD, a large decrepit pet rat, is tied to a stake.

ZUN

He get’s so happy when we play.

DAVE

He’s not happy, he’s trying to get

away. Look at him. We did that to

him.

TACO

Everybody just shut the fug up and

listen to this...

Taco picks up a MINI STRING STICK and plays his new WOOD

SONG for the others.

TACO (cont’d)

Poo, banana coconut. Poo, like the

poo pooing from my butt. Who?

banana coconut. Poo in the juice

and you mix it up.

Unseen by the apes, A SMALL LIZARD, with a CAMERA tied to

his head, is recording their practice.

CUT TO:

INT. REX LAIR - DAY

In a dark, subterranean cavern, a villainous reptoid named

KING REX strums a string stick.

KING REX

(ala Neil Diamond)

Sheets of rain...pouring in my

mind. Through the years... I sip

the ape blood... kill them, kill

them all... The blackness...

Two subordinate reptoids, YELLOW and GREEN, clap politely.

KING REX (cont’d)

Silence! So, ape, what did you

think of my music?

In a cage hanging from the ceiling, a bored PRISONER APE is

wasting away.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

PRISONER APE

If I say I like it, will you let me

go?

KING REX

No.

PRISONER APE

It sucks.

King smashes his string stick.

KING REX

Damn you apes and your fickle

little hearts!

King approaches a command center made up of 1970s computer

technology. A monitor displays a feed of the practice cave

and the apes working on their wood song.

KING REX (cont’d)

Foolish apes and their music...I

don’t see the appeal!

YELLOW

Reports indicate that the apes like

to flail their limbs in unison with

the beat, your Majesty. This brings

them much joy.

KING REX

It is foolish and annoying to me!

GREEN & YELLOW

Yes, your majesty.

BOSS GREY, a stereotypical grey alien with a corporate

attitude, suddenly appears on all the screens.

BOSS GREY

Rex!

KING REX

(nervous)

Oh, hello there, sir. H-How are you

today?

BOSS GREY

Let’s get something straight, Rex.

I don’t like you. The liberals at

the Federation are the only thing

keeping me from obliterating you

and the mammals. That dumb island

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

BOSS GREY (cont’d)

is sitting on the biggest cache of

gold in this sector and if you

can’t get those primates to

cooperate, I’ll come down there

myself.

KING REX

No need for that, sir! We were

actually just finalizing the

details of a plan to enslave the

apes. It involves making music.

BOSS GREY

Music, aye? Hmmm, I think I’ve

heard of that.

KING REX

Yes. It is very popular with the

apes. Apparently they combine

auditory vibrations with-

BOSS GREY

Yeah yeah, whatever. Just get it

done, Rex.

Boss Grey disappears from the screen.

GREEN

(raises hand)

Sir, I think I missed the meeting

about the music plan.

KING REX

You idiot! There is no plan...yet.

Yellow pulls out a RAY GUN.

YELLOW

Sir, we could just use this mind

control device the Boss gave us.

Yellow pulls the trigger and the ray gun emits a harsh

warbling MIND CONTROL TONE. The Prisoner Ape goes into a

trance. King snatches the ray gun from Yellow.

KING REX

Yessss! We’ll embed the mind

control tone into the music!

GREEN

Sir, why don’t we just zap the apes

and make them all walk off a cliff

or something?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

KING REX

You idiot! Then who will mine for

the gold? You see, this is why I’m

in charge. Prepare the machines!

(fiendish)

We’re going to make the greatest

music these apes have ever heard.

We’ll have them digging for gold

before the concert is through.

King laughs. He stops and looks at the others.

KING REX (CONT’D)

(bratty)

Come on, laugh with me.

They all laugh maniacally. Yellow zaps the Prisoner. Dazed,

the ape joins in.

CUT TO:

EXT. BIG SHELL - NIGHT

"SEVERAL MOONS LATER"

King Rex, wearing an APE MASK, holds A METAL STING STICK at

the ready.

KING REX

Apes, prepare to submit!

A supporting band of GREENS in ape masks, join King on

BARREL, BIG STRING STICK and SMALL METAL STRING STICK as

they play a brash, aggressive parody of the wood song.

Masked YELLOW holds the RAYGUN emitting the warbling MIND

CONTROL TONE.

They are all in the center of a massive clam, on a beach lit

by torches, before an APE AUDIENCE.

KING REX (CONT’D)

(ala cookie monster metal)

Violence. Violence. Sex. Violence.

Submit or be food. Submit or be

food.

King breaks into a long stick solo. The audience watches, in

awe.

Behind the clam, Dave, Zun, Taco and Juju wait for their

turn. FAM, a sassy gorilla, waits with them.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 6.

FAM

This band is pretty tight.

DAVE

We’re gonna get rocks thrown at us.

TACO

Everybody just relax and keep your

cool.

Juju barfs.

FAM

You guys are going to have to put

on quite a show to follow this act.

ZUN

What should we do?

JUJU

Be talented?

FAM

I don’t know. Dance around. Throw

your sticks in the air or

something.

The Rex finish their song. The audience, bored, applaud

politely. The Rex, confused, walk off stage.

KING REX

(to Yellow)

What happened? Why aren’t they

doing my bidding?

YELLOW

I think it was the music, sir. It

must have disrupted the

mind-control signal.

KING REX

What? Why didn’t anyone tell me

that could happen?!

King smashes his string stick.

An ANNOUNCER, like a chimpanzee Ed Sullivan, walks on stage.

ANNOUNCER

Alright. Let’s hear it for ’Ape

Domination.’ Hehe, yeah. OK. Next

up we have ’The Bug Boys.’ Yeah,

alright. Let’s give ’em a hand,

folks.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 7.

The band walks on stage with their INSTRUMENTS and begins

playing their WOOD SONG.

TACO

Poo, banana coconut. Poo, like the

poo pooing from my butt. Who?

banana coconut. Poo in the juice

and you mix it up.

King runs on stage.

KING REX

Booo! Get off the stage, you

posers!

Some apes in the crowd start to boo.

Zun dances and throws his string stick in the air. He

catches it but stumbles into a TORCH. He and his stick catch

fire. He runs around the stage screaming. The fire

spreads. King catches fire and rolls on the floor

screaming. The band keeps playing.

The crowd goes wild. They yell and fight with each other.

The whole Big Shell is now on fire. The band runs away just

as the Big Shell suddenly collapses closed, squashing King.

When the dust settles, the audience roars with cheers. The

band, burned and blackened, escapes into the forest.

EXT. FOREST - NIGHT

ZUN

(listening to the cheers)

I think They loved us!

TACO

But we didn’t even finish playing

the song.

JUJU

I think they were cheering for the

fire.

DAVE

Who cares, that was a great show!

The band hi-five each other.

CUT TO:



8.

INT. REX LAIR - DAY

KING REX is covered in burns and wearing bandages and a

cast. YELLOW and GREEN wait patiently for orders.

YELLOW

I’m afraid the mind control gun was

destroyed in the fire, sir.

KING REX

Stupid ape fools! They can’t

recognize pure musical genius when

they hear it?!

YELLOW

That wood song was pretty catchy

though, uh, sir.

GREEN

(sings)

Poo, banana coconut-

King smashes a string stick over Green’s head

KING REX

Shuttup!

CUT TO: CREDITS


